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John and the Synoptics

A cursory reading of the Gospels reveals that very few episodes in John
occur in Matthew, Mark, and Luke. Characters and events common to
all four include John the Baptist, Jesus feeding the five thousand, a
woman anointing Jesus with oil, and the passion narrative. Even when
John narrates parallel stories, however, many of the details differ. For
example, the Fourth Gospel never says that Jesus was baptized, and
Jesus does not institute the Eucharist at the Last Supper. Moreover, in
John’s gospel, Jesus never teaches in parables or performs exorcisms;
such words and deeds are commonplace in the Synoptics. Finally, in
terms of time and space, John narrates multiple trips back and forth
between Galilee and Jerusalem over a two-year period (there are three
Passovers in the Fourth Gospel), whereas the Synoptics mention only
one trip to Jerusalem for a single celebration of Passover, coinciding
with the passion. Readers have observed all of these differences since
the second century, and scholars have imagined wide-ranging
possibilities concerning John’s knowledge, use, and opinion of the
Synoptics. This chapter sketches the history of these investigations.1

1. This Forschungsbericht is intended to be representative rather than exhaustive; for a much more
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The First Seventeen Hundred Years

In the mid-second century, Tatian constructed a harmony of the four
gospels called the Diatessaron. Thanks to Louis Leloir’s painstaking
numbering, we can observe Tatian’s process of incorporating
Johannine narratives.2 The Diatessaron opened with a quotation from
John’s prologue (§1) before turning to Matthew’s and Luke’s nativity
stories. After relating Jesus’ baptism and temptation, Tatian included
the wedding at Cana in John 2 (§12). Tatian later harmonized the
feeding of the 5000 in John 6 with synoptic accounts (§34), Matthew’s in
particular. Thereafter, Tatian worked back to Jesus’ conversation with
the Samaritan woman in John 4 (§37). Tatian also included the Sabbath
controversy in John 5 (§39) as well as Jesus’ celebration of the Feast
of Tabernacles in John 7 (§47). Tatian later presented Jesus’ dialogue
with Nicodemus in John 3 (§56), which—along with the remainder
of the Fourth Gospel—Tatian relocated to passion week. Throughout
the passion narrative, Tatian harmonized John and the Synoptics; for
example, at the crucifixion (§73) Jesus said not only “Father forgive
them” (Luke 23:34) but also “Woman, behold your son” (John 19:26).
The Diatessaron included only one Passover, and so Jesus’ ministry
would have comprised less than one calendar year. Overall, Tatian
recognized extensive disagreements among the Gospels, and he
resolved them of contradiction by rewriting one harmonious narrative.
The Diatessaron gained wide popularity and was most likely the earliest
form of the gospels in the Syrian church, given the name Mepharreshe
for the “separate” old Syriac translations of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John.

Irenaeus of Lyons (c. 130–c. 200) is the earliest extant author to list
the names of the evangelists as Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and
Irenaeus considered John one of Jesus’ disciples (Haer. 3.11.1). Irenaeus

extensive review of modern scholarship, I heartily recommend D. Moody Smith, John among the
Gospels (2d ed.; Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2001).

2. Louis Leloir, “Le Diatessaron de Tatien,” OrSyr 1 (1956): 208–31, 313–34. For a Forschungsbericht
on Diatessaron studies, see William L. Petersen, Tatian’s Diatessaron: Its Creation Dissemination,
Significance, and History in Scholarship (Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae 25; Leiden: Brill, 1994);
see pp. 314–18 for Petersen’s description of Leloir’s “unrivaled” contribution.
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was also the first Christian to insist that the Church use all four of these
gospels—no more, no less. Irenaeus argued that just as there are four
zones and four winds in the earth, so there are four gospels as pillars
of the church (Haer. 3.11.8). He did not explicitly acknowledge the
differences between John and the Synoptics, yet his argument would
disallow Tatian’s harmony, which would destroy the fourfold form
of the gospel (Haer. 3.11.9). Roughly contemporaneous with Irenaeus,
Clement of Alexandria c. 150–c. 215)—in a famous one-liner recorded
by Eusebius (Hist. eccl. 6.14.7)—described John’s gospel as spiritual
(πνευματικόν) and the Synoptics as corporeal (τὰ σωματικά).

Origen (c. 185–c. 254), Clement’s successor at the Catechetical School
in Alexandria, most significantly advanced the early study of John’s
relation to the Synoptics. Origen’s Commentary on John honestly
assessed the disagreements among the gospels: “If someone carefully
examined the Gospels with regard to the historical disharmony that
each one shows . . . , then the person would surely become dizzy from
trying to confirm the Gospels as true” (Comm. Jo. 10.3). Accordingly,
Origen argued that the four canonical gospels cannot always be true in
a historical sense; instead they must be true in a spiritual sense. Origen
concluded:

I do not condemn . . . (the four evangelists) for how they alter in different
ways what happened historically—these differences being useful for some
mystical objective. So they refer to what happened in one place as
happening in another, or something at this time as happening at another,
and something announced in such-and-such a way has been reproduced
with some alteration. For the Gospels set out to tell the truth spiritually
and corporeally [that is, literally] at the same time, where it was possible;
but where it was not possible to do both, they prefer the spiritual to the
corporeal—often preserving the spiritual truth in a lie, so to speak. (Comm.
Jo. 10.5)

Origen did not deny the gospels’ literal discrepancies, which he knew
could cause some readers to deem the gospels false or unreliable or
uninspired (Comm. Jo. 10.3). Origen attempted to defend the inspiration,
reliability, and veracity of the gospels by privileging spiritual truth
over historical truth.
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The Neoplatonist philosopher Porphyry (c. 232–c.303) read the four
gospels, noticed their differences, and reached the opposite of Origen’s
conclusion.3 Porphyry did not distinguish between two kinds of truth,
and if the gospels contradicted each other anywhere, then they were
unreliable everywhere. For example, during the crucifixion Jesus
uttered the cry of dereliction according to Matthew (27:46) and Mark
(15:34); Jesus commended his spirit to the Father according to Luke
(23:46); and Jesus said “it is finished” according to John (19:30).
Porphyry suggested that these discordant (ἀσύμφωνος) accounts
reflected either the deaths of several men or the death of one man that
was inaccurately recorded by several people (apocr. 2.12). According to
Porphyry, inconsistencies about Jesus’ death cast doubt on everything
else written in the Gospels. Porphyry wrote during a century of
empire-wide persecution of Christians, and he was a towering
intellectual in his epoch. Subsequent Christians could not ignore such
thoroughgoing polemic.

Eusebius of Caesarea (c. 260–c. 340) was not only the first to respond
to Porphyry but also the first to assert that John wrote his gospel after
having read the Synoptics:4

So then, first let it be agreed: the Gospel according to (John) has been read
in all the churches under heaven. For indeed, let it be clear in this way that
it was truly reasonable to the ancients that it be counted in fourth position
relative to the other three. The previously written three had already been
distributed unto everyone, even to (John). He accepted the three, they say,
and testified to the truth in them. The only thing lacking in the previous
writing was the narrative about what had been done in the earliest times
and at the beginning of the preaching by Christ. And indeed the word is
true. (Hist. eccl. 3.24.2)

Eusebius also said that the Synoptics mainly recorded “what had been
done by the Savior after the confinement of John the Baptist in prison”

3. I consider Porphyry the most likely polemicist in Macarius Magnes’s Apocriticus; for discussion,
see Pieter W. van der Horst, “Macarius Magnes and the Unnamed Anti-Christian Polemicist: A
Review Article,” in Jews and Christians in Their Graeco-Roman Context: Selected Essays on Early Judaism,
Samaritanism, Hellenism, and Christianity (WUNT 196; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2006), 181–89.

4. T. Scott Manor (“Papias, Origen, and Eusebius: The Criticisms and Defense of the Gospel of John,”
VC 67, no. 1 [2013]: 1–21) has argued persuasively that Eusebius, in opposition to Origen, most
likely inserted the testimony about John receiving and approving the Synoptics.
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(Hist. eccl. 3.24.8), whereas John wrote “what also had been done by
the Savior throughout the time passed over in silence by the earlier
evangelists” (Hist. eccl. 3.24.11); Eusebius added that “to those who
understand this, the Gospels no longer seem to disagree with one
another” (Hist. eccl. 3.24.13). However, Origen had already shown the
inadequacy of this argument (Comm. Jo. 10.3). John’s gospel clearly
states that John the Baptist identified Jesus as the lamb of God on
two consecutive days in Bethany (1:29, 35–36), that the next day Jesus
returned to Galilee (1:43), and that three days later Jesus attended
the wedding at Cana (2:1). These six days in no way allow for the
forty-day temptation, which Mark (1:12) says immediately followed
Jesus’ baptism. Eusebius’s conclusion was far too simplistic to refute
Porphyry’s criticisms.

A century after Porphyry had died, his polemic still necessitated the
extensive treatise by Augustine (354–430), On the Harmony of the Gospels.
Augustine attempted to prove that the gospels do not contradict each
other, because his unnamed adversaries had denied the accuracy of
the four gospels. Consequently, some people decided not to become
believers, and some believers doubted their faith (Cons. 1.10). Augustine
assumed that John knew all three written Synoptics (Cons. 1.4), yet
Augustine recognized how little material the Fourth Gospel had in
common with the Synoptics; he listed the testimony of John the
Baptist, the feeding of the 5000 and walking on the Sea of Tiberias, the
anointing at Bethany, and the passion (Cons. 4.19). On these occasions,
Augustine referred to John as coming back down to earth to join
Matthew, Mark, and Luke (Cons. 4.15), for John had left the synoptists
on the earth and peered into heaven to depict Jesus’ divinity (Cons. 1.7).

Augustine readily acknowledged John’s differences. For example,
in the Synoptics, Simon of Cyrene carried Jesus’ cross, and in John’s
gospel Jesus carries the cross himself. Augustine nonetheless believed
both accounts to be historically accurate: Jesus carried the cross
initially, but along the way Simon of Cyrene was compelled to carry
it (Cons. 3.10). Similarly, since John places the temple incident at the
beginning of Jesus’ ministry and the Synoptics narrate it in the course
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of passion week, Augustine concluded that Jesus must have disrupted
the temple on two separate occasions (Cons. 2.129).5 In contrast with
Origen, then, Augustine insisted on the historical and literal truth of
all four gospels despite their discrepancies. According to Augustine,
the gospels did not contain any real contradictions, and so—contra
Porphyry—all four provided reliable histories.

For the most part, one or another patristic testimony would be
employed down to the eighteenth century. Augustine’s philosophical
characterization was that the Synoptics appeal to the mind’s active
virtue, whereas John appeals to the contemplative (Cons. 1.8; 4.20);
Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) quoted Augustine’s active/contemplative
distinction in the prologue to his commentary on John. Augustine also
described the Gospel of John as loftier than the Synoptics (Cons. 4.19),
and Martin Luther (1483–1546) once wrote that “John’s Gospel is the
one, fine, true, and chief gospel, and is far, far to be preferred over
the other three and placed high above them.”6 In the preface to his
commentary on the Gospel of John, John Calvin (1509–1564) echoed
Clement of Alexandria in saying that the Synoptics show Christ’s body
while John shows his soul. In the mid-eighteenth century, Henry Owen
accepted Eusebius’s testimony that John, son of Zebedee, had read all
three Synoptics and intended to supplement them.7 Although these
writers were aware of John’s many differences from the Synoptics,
these scholars rested on centuries of tradition asserting the non-
contradiction of the gospels.

Deism challenged traditional assumptions. Peter Annet (1693–1769)
paid especially close attention to the gospels’ discrepancies.8 For
example, according to Mark (15:47; 16:1) and Luke (23:55; 24:1), Mary
Magdalene and at least one other woman saw where Jesus was buried

5. In less significant chronological discrepancies (e.g., when precisely Jesus healed Peter’s mother-
in-law), Augustine suggested that the evangelists narrated events in the order they recollected
them (Cons. 2.51).

6. E. Theodore Bachmann, ed., Luther’s Works, Vol. 35: Word and Sacrament I (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg,
1960), 362.

7. Henry Owen, Observations on the Four Gospels: Tending Chiefly to Ascertain the Times of Their Publication
and to Illustrate the Form and Manner of Their Composition (London: T. Payne, 1764), 107.

8. For discussion of Annet, see William Baird, History of New Testament Research, Vol. 1: From Deism to
Tübingen (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1992), 49–52.
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on Friday, and on Sunday the women returned to anoint Jesus’ corpse
with spices. However, John (19:39) says that Jesus had already been
buried with a hundred pounds of spices—something the women would
have known if they had actually seen him buried. According to Annet,
John contradicts the Synoptics here, and their respective accounts
cannot be reconciled.9 Annet further concluded that the Gospels defy
harmonization:

For the witnesses, as they are called, do not all agree, in any one
circumstance which they relate concerning it; but palpably contradict one
another in every particular they give us of it. I wonder what harmony all
the evangelists would make . . . compared with one another, seeing the
four we have are so harmonious!10

Like Origin, Annet honestly assessed the gospels’ contradictions.
Unlike Origin, Annet assumed no spiritual truth to contemplate in
historical falsehood.

The Last Two Hundred Years

Deism stimulated the development of the historical-critical method,
and source-critical study of the gospels became much more rigorous as
scholars proposed new models of literary dependence and raised new
questions concerning oral tradition. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, a new consensus began to emerge: John knew Mark and
Luke, but not Matthew. Ferdinand Christian Baur (1847) concluded
that John had a literary connection to Mark and Luke, whereas John’s
Matthean parallels derived from oral tradition.11 Similarly, Theodor
Zahn (1909) determined that John was acquainted “especially with
Mark, apparently also with Luke.”12 Benjamin Bacon (1910) held that

9. Peter Annet, The Resurrection of Jesus Considered: In Answer to the Trial of the Witnesses (London: 1744),
35; moreover, according to Annet, the repeated attempts to anoint Jesus’ corpse shows that no one
expected Jesus to rise from the dead, thereby implying that Jesus never predicted his resurrection.

10. Annet, Resurrection of Jesus, 69.
11. Ferdinand Christian Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen über die kanonischen Evangelien:ihr Verhältniß zu

einander, ihren Charakter und Ursprung (Tübingen, 1847), 280; see 239–80, Das Verhältniß zu den
synoptischen Evangelien.

12. Theodor Zahn, Introduction to the New Testament, trans. M. W. Jacobus, et al. (3 vols.; Edinburgh:
T&T Clark, 1909) 3:254–98, ch. 67: “The Relation of the Fourth Gospel to the Earlier Gospels”; the
German edition was published 1897–99.
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